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A Cinderella stock market has generated new optimism among investors, an increasing 
number of whom are questioning the value of low-yielding bonds and zero-interest cash.   
 
Economic news, while far from good, is now not all dreadful.  This is a meaningful 
change at the margin.  Housing may finally be showing signs of bottoming.  The odds 
Europeans will restructure their governments’ debts in an orderly manner has risen to 
“wouldn’t-bet-on-it” from “almost none.”   
 
Our biggest concerns have not gone away or even diminished.  Nations are broke, and 
we’re just at the end of the beginning of Europe’s woes (Japan might be worse).  It 
appears China is in trouble, with a bursting real estate bubble, a budding financial crisis, 
widespread fraud, inflation, and more.  Israel may attack Iran.  Domestically, bigger, 
stranger, and more complicated regulations have reached a point where it’s limiting 
economic growth.   
 
Despite these risks—some of which are “priced in” to markets—we still feel good about 
our investments, particularly our stocks, almost of all of which continue setting record 
earnings and generating lots of cash.  Ample stock buybacks and dividend increases have 
generated high returns to shareholders, especially compared to yields offered by 
investment-grade bonds and other traditional income securities.  Corporate balance sheets 
are strong with cash levels not seen in decades.  We expect our companies’ earnings to 
continue growing, though at a slower rate overall.    
 
Over the past few years, stocks in general have moved unusually in concert, both up and 
down (in Wall Street speak, stocks have been highly “correlated.”)  This won’t last—
performance of individual stocks will once again also depend on their individual business 
fundamentals and not just the market bullishness or bearishness of the day.   As the 
market moves higher, the correlation factor has produced a wide range of stock 
valuations.  While we find most of our stock holdings—and some stocks we don’t own—
to be of relative value; many other stocks seem well priced or expensive.  Some, 
including social media, “cloud-computing,” and other “new” Internet stocks, sell today at 
dot-com era-like multiples (and we never thought we would see that again).  If indeed 
markets are a voting machine in the near term and a weighing machine in the longer term, 
we expect “stock picking” to be of greater value going forward.   
 
 
 

(over)



Gold 
 
Finally, an overdue word on gold.  We have bought gold over the past five years for most 
clients through shares of specific exchange-traded funds.  Each share represents a specific 
quantity of gold bullion held in vaults where it is guarded and audited.  As the shares 
trade hands, the gold stays put.  The funds allow for a quick, low cost and liquid way to 
own the precious metal.     
 
Gold was not quite $630 an ounce when we began buying in late 2006.  You could say 
we were a little late to the game as gold bottomed in 1999 and 2001 at nearly $250 an 
ounce; but far from the record high of $850, set on January 21, 1980, in January 21, 
1980-dollars.  We have been holding various amounts of gold since.  As I write, gold 
stands at $1660.  A new record high was set last summer at $1900.  Where is gold going 
from here?  We won’t guess. 
 
We use gold as a hedge.  To us, it’s not a commodity in the traditional sense. We don’t 
perform the usual requisite research to determine why gold should rise or fall over the 
next year (we don’t know how much good it would do anyway).  Although most gold 
becomes jewelry, we don’t analyze jewelry demand or forecast weddings.   
 
Gold is simply a currency—a form of money not unlike its paper rivals in yen, yuan, 
euros, pounds, and dollars.  All of these forms of money share one important trait:  they 
have value because we all think they have value.   
 
The question is how the perception of value will change over time.  Today it seems paper 
money is at a disadvantage.  The “success” of Ben Bernanke’s money printing 
experiment—or quantitative easing, depending on your view—has created a tectonic shift 
in central banking globally.  The European Central Bank and Bank of Japan have 
followed, printing trillions of dollars worth of new currency (unthinkable even two years 
ago).  It has been ruled the needs of the here and now—higher employment and asset 
prices—must be satisfied, and at any cost.   
 
Our desire to hedge such folly (even if it’s a PhD variety) is perhaps summed up best by 
Gerald Hill’s letter to the editor of the Financial Times in 2009:  “I can now understand 
the term ‘quantitative easing’ but realize I no longer understand the meaning of the word 
‘money.’”   
 
And so we hold a modest amount of gold, because try as they might, gold producers are 
only increasing the world’s gold stock (170,000 metric tons) about 1.5 to 2 percent 
annually.  Should more find they share Mr. Hill’s conclusion, gold—real money—could 
appreciate more, meaning paper money could further decline. 
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